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QUESTION 1

A security and risk team requires a weekly report to detect VM file system changes and validate the integrity of the OS.
Which of the following is the BEST solution for this requirement? 

A. Configure a FIM agent on the VM and forward syslogs to a central location. 

B. Configure debugging on the VM and forward syslogs to a central location. 

C. Configure an antivirus agent on the VM and create the report through the web GUI. 

D. Configure a FIM agent on the VM and create the report through the web GUI. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In a private cloud environment, which of the following is the BEST way to update 20 VMs with the same patch that has
been regression tested and approved for rollout? 

A. Automate the distribution of the patch and use an orchestration tool to roll it out. 

B. Roll out the patch manually to the 20 VMs and reboot the system. 

C. Deploy the patch to ten VMs for testing and then install it on the remaining VMs. 

D. Install the patch on as many VMs as possible during the next maintenance window. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Performance on a new private cloud deployment is not meeting expectations. An engineer has determined the
virtualization host is experiencing high ready/wait times. VMs with the following configurations and metrics currently
reside on the host: 

Which of the following troubleshooting choices would MOST likely be used to bring the high ready/wait times to meet the
expected baseline? 

A. Decrease the CPU count for VM1. 

B. Increase the memory size for VM2. 
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C. Decrease the memory size for VM3. 

D. Increase the CPU count for VM4. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has changed their web hosting policy and now requires SSL certificates on all web servers. Users are
reporting that they can no longer access an internal website. Which of the following commands should the administrator
run to determine if port 443 1s listening? (Select two.) 

A. traceroute 

B. telnet 

C. netstat 

D. ipconfig 

E. nslookup 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A cloud engineer is upgrading a high-performance computing cluster for the private cloud. The existing cluster is being
replaced with GPU servers. A single GPU server is capable of the same teraflops output as 10 CPU servers. The
current cluster configuration is as follows: 

1.

 100 quad-core CPU servers capable of producing 100 teraflops. 

2.

 The baseline and current usage is 100%. 

The new cluster was set up and benchmarked in four different configurations. Which of the following configurations will
meet the baseline teraflops performance of the cluster while maintaining the current usage? 

A. 1 GPU server, 80 CPU servers 

B. 2 GPU servers, 50 CPU servers 

C. 5 GPU servers, 40 CPU servers 

D. 9 GPU servers, 10 CPU servers 

Correct Answer: D 
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